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Summary
The motor pattern of undulatory locomotion is alternate
Rajiform locomotion is a unique swimming style found
firing activity in the dorsal and ventral muscles as the wave
in the batoid fishes (skates and rays) in which thrust is
moves along the fin from anterior to posterior. Fin muscles
generated by undulatory waves passing down the enlarged
are active along the entire length of the fin except at the
pectoral fins. We examined the kinematic patterns of fin
lowest speeds. As swimming velocity and fin-beat frequency
motion and the motor patterns of pectoral fin muscles
increase, the time of activation of posterior muscles
driving the locomotor system in the blue-spot stingray
becomes earlier relative to the onset of activity in the
Taeniura lymma. Our goals in this study were to determine
anterior dorsal muscles. The duration of muscle activity is
overall patterns of fin motion and motor control during
longer in the ventral muscles than in the dorsal muscles,
undulatory locomotion, to discover how these patterns
indicating that they play a central role in the power stroke
change with swimming velocity and to correlate muscle
of the fin-beat cycle. The anterior muscles (dorsal and
function with kinematics and pectoral morphology.
ventral) are active for a relatively longer part of the stride
Kinematic data were recorded from five individuals over
cycle than the posterior muscles. Both the anterior position
a range of swimming speeds from 22 to 55 cm s−1
and the large duty factor of the anterior muscles reflect the
(0.9–3.0 DL s−1, where DL is body disc length).
role of these muscles in initial wave generation.
Electromyographic (EMG) data were recorded from three
Synchronous recordings of kinematic data with EMG data
individuals over a range of velocities (1.2–3.0 DL s−1) at
reveal that the anterior dorsal and middle ventral muscles
seven locations (four dorsal, three ventral) along the
do mostly positive work, whereas the dorsal and ventral
pectoral fin. As swimming velocity increases, fin-beat
posterior muscles do negative work at most swimming
frequency, wavespeed and stride length increase, number
speeds.
of waves and reduced frequency decrease and fin
amplitude remains constant. There is variability among
individuals in frequency and amplitude at a given speed.
An inverse relationship was found in which a high fin-beat
Key words: kinematics, electromyography, swimming, muscle,
biomechanics, rajiform locomotion, blue-spot stingray, Taeniura
frequency is associated with a low fin amplitude and a low
lymma.
fin-beat frequency is associated with a high fin amplitude.

Introduction
Research on the mechanics of aquatic locomotion in fishes
has recently begun to focus on the fishes that use their pectoral
fins for primary propulsion. Most of these studies have
examined ray-finned fishes (Actinopterygii) of relatively
recently derived groups such as labroids (Webb, 1973; Drucker
and Jensen, 1996, 1997; Westneat, 1996; Walker and
Westneat, 1997; Westneat and Walker, 1997), sunfishes
(Centrarchidae, Gibb et al., 1994) and pufferfishes
(Diodontidae, Arreola and Westneat, 1996; Tetraodontidae,
Gordon et al., 1996). Little attention has been given to pectoral
locomotion in the batoid fishes (electric rays, sawfishes,
guitarfishes, skates and stingrays). Batoids exhibit two modes

of pectoral swimming behavior: (1) undulatory locomotion,
termed ‘rajiform’ (Breder, 1926), and (2) oscillatory
locomotion, termed ‘mobuliform’ (Webb, 1994). Rajiform
locomotion is performed by skates (Rajidae) and most
stingrays (Dasyatidae) and involves undulatory waves that are
propagated down the pectoral fins from anterior to posterior.
Mobuliform locomotion occurs as the pectoral fins ‘flap’ up
and down. The pelagic rays (eagle rays and manta rays) swim
using this style. Although these modes are considered discrete
categories (Breder, 1926; Lindsey, 1978; Webb, 1998), there
is actually an undulation-to-oscillation continuum onto which
different fishes fall, including many species of batoids. Some
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rays, such as the dasyatids, are able to modify their locomotor
style from undulation to oscillation in different locomotor
situations. Beyond the identification of these broad categories,
further research is necessary to understand the functional
morphology of these locomotor styles.
The mechanisms of forward locomotion by fishes have been
investigated through the use of models involving both steadystate and unsteady hydrodynamics. In the steady-state scheme,
lift is created on both the up- and downstrokes by orienting the
fin at an angle to the water (Blake, 1983a). Lift-based fins tend
to be short-based and wing-like. Drag-based propulsion is
created by performing a power stroke and a recovery stroke
(Blake, 1983a) with fins that are broad-based and fan-like.
These steady-state models do not provide complete
descriptions of animal propulsion through fluids, however.
Another way to model thrust propulsion by pectoral fins
involves unsteady effects. The most common unsteady effect
in fishes is an acceleration reaction, which resists both
acceleration and deceleration of a body through a fluid. Thrust
is generated when an added mass (the mass of the water
flowing over the body) gives increased inertia to an
accelerating body (Daniel, 1984). Batoids may use a
combination of drag, lift and unsteady effects (acceleration
reaction) to produce thrust during locomotion. In theory, dragbased locomotion is efficient at slow speeds, while lift-based
locomotion is efficient at fast speeds (Vogel, 1994). Therefore,
it is important to assess swimming over a range of biologically
relevant speeds.
The biomechanics of batoid locomotion have been studied
by several researchers (Marey, 1893; Magnan, 1930;
Campbell, 1951; Klausewitz, 1964; Roberts, 1969; Daniel,
1988; Heine, 1992), who observed the general movement
patterns of the pectoral fins of different species. Daniel (1988)
used hydrodynamic theory to investigate how batoid pectoral
fins operate. He examined undulatory locomotion in the skate
Raja eglanteria using a combination of blade-element theory
and unsteady airfoil theory. Daniel (1988) accounted for
unsteady aspects of fluid motions as well as complex fin
motions by combining these theories to investigate the energy
requirements for flight with three-dimensional fins. He
determined that skates primarily use unsteady effects during
locomotion to produce thrust, and concluded that the shape of
the pectoral fins, quantified by aspect ratio, minimizes the cost
of transport. Daniel’s (1988) work and the more qualitative
studies cited above suggest a need for quantifying kinematic
behavior over a range of swimming velocities to determine the
way in which batoids increase their swimming speed.
Several studies have examined the relationship between
locomotor kinematics and the muscle activity patterns
responsible for locomotor movement. Together, these studies
have provided insight into how muscles function to drive
locomotor behavior, how the firing pattern changes with
velocity and how muscles perform work during locomotion.
Westneat and Walker (1997) examined pectoral fin
electromyography in the bird wrasse Gomphosus varius and
showed how fin motions during pectoral propulsion in these

fishes are driven by the musculature of the pectoral fins. They
found that the pectoral muscles did positive work at most
speeds and a small amount of negative work at high speeds.
Other studies have examined how muscles work in bending the
body during axial undulation in fishes (Rome et al., 1993;
Jayne and Lauder, 1995; Wardle et al., 1995) and found that
the posterior muscles produce negative work. Studies of
muscle function in bird (Dial et al., 1991; Tobalske, 1995) and
insect (Mizisin and Josephson, 1987; Tu and Dickinson, 1994)
flight revealed that these winged propulsors use negative work
to control the wing movement. The undulatory pectoral fins of
stingrays are designed very differently from teleost fins and
other animal wings, providing an opportunity to investigate
aquatic propulsion in an independently derived functional
system.
The central goal of this study is to investigate the mechanics
of undulatory locomotion in the stingray Taeniura lymma by
applying the techniques of computer-aided video analysis and
electromyography to reveal aspects of swimming kinematics
and neuromuscular control. We ask the following questions.
(1) What are the patterns of motion of the pectoral fins over a
range of swimming speeds? (2) How do the motor patterns
change with increasing swimming velocity? (3) How do the
muscles function to produce specific swimming behaviors?
Answers to these questions supply a foundation for
comparative and evolutionary studies of aquatic locomotion in
the diverse batoid fishes.
Materials and methods
Five blue-spot stingrays (Taeniura lymma Forsskål 1775)
were used in this study, ranging in size (Table 1) from 15 to
18 cm disc length (DL, the length of the body disc from the tip
of the snout to the base of the tail). Fishes were purchased from
a Chicago fish wholesaler and maintained in aquaria at the
Field Museum of Natural History, at a temperature of 22 °C.
Rays were fed earthworms and commercial marine pellet food.
They swam in a flow tank of 360 l and with working area
dimensions of 30 cm×30 cm×120 cm for the kinematic and
electromyographic experiments. Tank speeds ranged from 22
to 55 cm s−1, equivalent to speeds of 0.9–3.0 DL s−1 for each
individual. The speeds tested represent the low and high range
of swimming velocity for this species. Typical swimming
speeds in the aquaria and around coral reefs are between 1 and
2 DL s−1 (personal observation).
Table 1. Morphometric data for Taeniura lymma individuals
used in this study

Individual

Disc length
(cm)

Disc width
(cm)

Circumferential
length
(cm)

T. lymma 1
T. lymma 2
T. lymma 3
T. lymma 4
T. lymma 5

16.3
15.8
14.9
17.9
17.1

14.3
13.7
14.0
15.6
15.4

24.0
22.4
22.5
24.6
24.3
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Fig. 1. Dorsal view of Taeniura lymma modified
from Last and Stevens (1994). Aluminum clip
markers were placed at six locations (m1–m6, in
red) along the left pectoral fin for digitizing
homologous points frame by frame. Electrodes
were inserted into the muscles at seven positions,
four dorsal (e1–e4, in yellow) and three ventral
(e1–e3, in green). Dorsal and ventral muscle
activity is distinguished in the text and graphs by
referring to the dorsal muscle insertions as D1–D4
and the ventral muscle insertions as V1–V3.
Anterior is to the left.

Morphology
Pectoral fin morphology was studied for the purpose of
determining the appropriate positions for electrodes and aiding
in the interpretation of EMG patterns for fin kinematics. We
used gross dissection of the musculature to determine the
structure of the different layers of muscle in the pectoral fins.
Superficial dissection of dorsal and ventral surfaces as well as
sectioning the fin provided details of muscle design. For a
study of the skeleton, an X-ray of Taeniura lymma (AMNH
44076) was examined (courtesy of M. Carvalho). A specimen
of Potamotrygon motoro (FMNH 94503) was cleared and
stained using standard procedures of trypsin digestion and
Alcian staining for cartilage (Dingerkus and Uhler, 1977).
Kinematics
Video recordings of rays swimming over a range of speeds
in the flow tank allowed three-dimensional analysis of fin
kinematics. A mirror positioned at 45 ° was placed inside
the flow tank for observing dorsal and lateral views
simultaneously. A Panasonic AG-450 S-VHS camera recorded
images at a shutter speed of 1/1000 s and a frame rate of
60 images s−1. Red aluminum clip markers were placed at six
positions (m1–m6) along the left pectoral fin for digitizing
homologous points frame by frame (Fig. 1). Fig. 2 shows
images of Taeniura lymma swimming in the flow tank. A
TelevEyes/Pro video scan converter with genlock
superimposed video and computer images onto a Sony PVM1340 monitor. Video recordings were played back for
digitization with a Panasonic AG-1970 tape deck for five fin
beats for each of five individuals at five swimming speeds,
giving a total of 125 fin beats analyzed. Data were taken when
the rays were swimming in the middle of the flow tank to
minimize wall effects (Webb, 1993). A custom-designed

digitizing program, developed by J. Walker, was used for
recording 16 digitized points from both dorsal and lateral
views, and for measuring the x, y and z coordinates of each
point along the fin. Coordinate data were exported to Microsoft
Excel 5.0 for calculation of the kinematic variables.
The following kinematic variables were calculated for each
individual at all the recorded flow speeds: amplitude of fin
waves, peak propulsive wavespeed, mean wavespeed over the
entire fin, number of waves present along fin, fin-beat
frequency, wavelength, phase velocity, stride length and
reduced frequency. The amplitude of the waves was calculated
as the average of the maximum upstroke and maximum
downstroke distances in the dorsoventral direction for each of
the marked points along the fin. The amplitude for each marker
was standardized by disc width, corresponding to the width at
each marker (e.g. marker 3 was standardized by width at the
widest portion of the disc; see Fig. 1). Propulsive wavespeed
(u) was determined as the distance that the wave traveled, in
the middle one-third of the fin (between m2 and m4), divided
by the time for it to move that distance. Mean wavespeed was
computed as the distance the wave traveled (disc length)
divided by the time for one complete wave to move down the
fin. The number of waves present on the fin was calculated by
dividing disc length by wavelength. Frequency (f) was
computed as the number of fin-beat cycles per second.
Wavelength was calculated as propulsive wavespeed divided by
frequency. Phase velocity (U/u) determines the ratio of forward
swimming speed (U) to propulsive wavespeed. Stride length
(U/f) is the distance the fish traveled in one fin beat. Reduced
frequency was determined using the equation (Vogel, 1994):
fa = 2πnc/U ,
where n is fin-beat frequency, c is the maximum chord of the
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fin perpendicular to the central fin rays (in cm) and U is
forward velocity (in cm s−1).
Electromyography
Electromyographic (EMG) data were used to quantify
muscle activity in swimming Taeniura lymma. EMG data were
recorded from three individuals over a range of swimming
speeds. Rays were anesthetized by putting 2 g of MS-222 in 1 l
of water and incrementally adding the solution to a tank (with
the ray inside) holding approximately 8 l of water until
anesthesia was complete. Bipolar electrodes were constructed
from 0.05 mm diameter, insulated, stainless-steel wire and
threaded through a 25 gauge needle for implanting into the left
pectoral fin of anesthetized rays. Electrode wires were run
posteriorly to a suture at the base of the tail, where they were
glued together to form a single cable. EMG data were
measured at four locations (e1–e4) along the abductor (dorsal)
muscle and at three locations (e1–e3) along the adductor
(ventral) muscle (Fig. 1) in the superficial layers of the pectoral
muscles (see below). To distinguish between dorsal and ventral
muscles in the text and graphs, electrode positions in the dorsal
muscles are referred to as D1, D2, D3 and D4, and those in the
ventral muscles are referred to as V1, V2 and V3. Rays were
allowed a minimum of 2 h to recover before the experiments
began. EMG signals were amplified by a factor of 5000–10 000
by AM Systems (model 1700) amplifiers, filtered by a 100 Hz
high-pass filter and recorded on a TEAC eight-channel DAT
tape recorder. EMGs were digitized by an NB-MIO-16 analogto-digital converter driven by LabVIEW virtual instrument
software (National Instruments Corp., Austin, Texas, USA).
Data were sampled at 5000 points s−1 channel−1 and were
analyzed using an eight-channel analysis algorithm customdesigned using LabView software (National Instruments).
Three complete fin beats were analyzed for each fish at five
tank speeds, for a total of 45 fin beats analyzed. Thirty-three
EMG variables, in five categories, were measured for each fin
beat, including duration (ms) of muscle activity, onset time (ms)
of other muscles relative to anterior dorsal muscle activity,
mean signal amplitude (mV) of each burst of activity, rectified
area of the EMG (in mV ms; calculated by multiplying the mean
amplitude of the rectified spikes by the duration of the burst),
onset times of dorsal muscles relative to minimum kinematic
amplitudes and onset times of ventral muscles relative to
maximum kinematic amplitudes. Duty factor of muscle activity
(the percentage of the stride cycle that the muscle is active) and
cycle onset of muscle activity (the percentage of the cycle time
it takes for a muscle to fire in relation to the dorsal anterior
fibers) were calculated from duration and relative onset data.
Because of potential variation in electrode construction and
insertion, comparisons of signal amplitudes or rectified areas
among muscles should be interpreted with caution, although
these variables were considered for overall patterns associated
with swimming velocity.
Synchronized kinematics and EMG recordings
Video recordings were made simultaneously with EMG

Fig. 2. Successive lateral and dorsal video images of Taeniura
lymma swimming in a flow tank at approximately 2 DL s−1 (where
DL is disc lengths). The dorsal view, at the top of each frame, is a
reflected mirror view. T. lymma swims by propagating undulatory
waves down the pectoral fins. Anterior is to the left.

recordings to examine fin motions in lateral view for finding
minimum and maximum amplitudes at three positions along
the fin (anterior, m2; middle, m3; posterior, m4). Kinematic
and EMG data were synchronized by using a 5 V square wave
from a function generator pulsing at 8 Hz. This square wave
was supplied to a channel on the EMG tape deck and to a
flashing light-emitting diode on the video screen. The square
wave was activated and a voice recording was entered on both
video and EMG tape to distinguish swimming sequences of
interest for easy synchronization. The square wave in the EMG
recording and the flashing light in the video recording were
matched to allow correlation of kinematics with motor
patterns. This technique was used to determine relative EMG
timing for kinematic events. Temporal error was minimized to
within 8 ms (half a video interfield interval).
To correlate kinematic markers with electrode placement for
determining relative timing, the anteroposterior position of
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each aluminum marker was found as a percentage of the length
of the distal margin (circumferential length) of the pectoral fin
(Fig. 1; Table 1) and the position of each electrode insertion
point was found as a percentage of disc length (Fig. 1;
Table 1). The wavespeed of fin motion and the speed of EMG
signal propagation down the fin were constant at a given speed,
allowing the onset of activity in the muscle directly controlling
each fin marker to be calculated. Thus, the timing of activity
in a particular muscle relative to its corresponding kinematic
marker was determined. Data from three kinematic markers
(m2, m3, m4) and six electrodes (D1, D2, D3, V1, V2, V3)
were analyzed to determine when the dorsal muscles fired in
relation to peak downstroke and when the ventral muscles fired
in relation to peak upstroke.
Statistical analyses
We tested all kinematic and EMG variables for the strength
of their relationship with swimming velocity by performing
least-squares regressions of each variable on swimming speed.
Least-squares regressions were used because swimming speed
was a predictor of kinematic and EMG response variables.
Individual variability in kinematics and EMG variables was
considerable, so we tested the significance levels of individual
variation using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). In this
model, the associations between kinematics and velocity and
between EMG variables and velocity are compared among
individuals to test for differences in slope and intercept. All
analyses were performed using JMP 3.1 (SAS Institute). Once
significance had been determined for all variables in each test,
P-values were corrected using the sequential Bonferroni
method (Rice, 1989) to negate inflated significance values due
to multiple tests.
Results
Pectoral fin morphology
The pectoral girdle is unique in batoids, with the
scapulacoracoid either fusing together dorsally by means of the
suprascapula or articulating directly to the synarcual (fused
vertebra) by means of a ball-and-socket joint (Compagno,
1973). In Taeniura lymma and Potamotrygon motoro, the fin
radials are attached to the scapulacoracoid via three enlarged
basal radials (Fig. 3A,B). These basal cartilages are the
propterygium (expanded anteriorly), mesopterygium (small
central element) and metapterygium (expanded posteriorly).
All three basal radials support the enlarged pectoral fins and
may or may not be segmented. The smaller fin radials extend
out from the basal radials to the fin margin (aplesodic) in
derived batoids and are segmented along their length. The
radials are longest in the middle portion of the fin and become
progressively shorter moving anteriorly and posteriorly.
Dissections of the pectoral fin musculature of Taeniura
lymma reveal complex layers of muscle and connective tissue
(Fig. 4). The dorsal (abductor) muscle used in elevating the fin
(Fig. 4A) and the ventral (adductor) muscle used in depressing
the fin are divided into superficial and deep layers (Fig. 4B),

Fig. 3. (A) Dorsal view of a cleared and stained skeleton of
Potamotrygon motoro, a species closely related to Taeniura lymma.
Scale bar, 1 cm. (B) Radiograph of the pectoral girdle of Taeniura
lymma. Scale bar, 0.5 cm. Anterior is to the left. MS, mesopterygium;
MT, metapterygium; PR, propterygium; R, radials; SC,
scapulocoracoid; V, vertebrae.

each surrounded by tendinous sheaths. Pectoral muscles
originate on all three basal radials and run parallel to the fin
radials. The muscles are thickest proximally and taper
gradually to their insertion points. The superficial layers of
muscle are greater in cross-sectional area proximal to the body
than are the deep layers, and the ventral musculature is smaller
in cross-sectional area than the dorsal musculature. The
superficial muscles insert onto a tendinous sheath (surrounding
the deep layers) at approximately half (ventrally) to three-fifths
(dorsally) of the length to the fin margin, while the deep
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Fig. 4. (A) Dorsal view dissection of pectoral abductor muscles in
Taeniura lymma. (B) Schematic drawing of a pectoral fin cross
section (at arrow) showing superficial and deep muscles, fin radials
and the basal radial. Scale bar, 1 cm.

muscles extend to the fin margin. The muscles of T. lymma are
black in coloration to approximately half-way to the fin
margin, where the superficial muscles end (Fig. 4A). This
coloration has not been documented in any other stingray
species. Lying proximally on top of the dorsal superficial
muscle are thick bands of tendons that run along the
anteroposterior axis of the pectoral fin.
Kinematics: trends with velocity
Taeniura lymma swims by passing waves along the pectoral

fins from anterior to posterior (Fig. 2). Rays were able to
maintain a steady position in the flow tank at all speeds. During
steady forward swimming (no turning), both pectoral fins
passed waves down the fins simultaneously. To increase
swimming velocity, most individuals increased frequency and
wavespeed, although there was high individual variability
suggesting a trade-off between frequency and amplitude.
The five individuals shared general trends in kinematic
variables, but variation between individuals was considerable
(Tables 2, 3). As flow speed increased, frequency increased
over the range 1.7–3.0 Hz (Fig. 5A; Table 2). Individual 2
showed the highest frequency at most speeds, while individual
1 showed the lowest frequency overall. Mid-disc fin wave
amplitude (widest portion of fin, at marker m3), standardized
by disc width, did not show a trend with velocity (Fig. 5B;
Table 2), but did show individual variation (Table 3). The
amplitude ranged from 0.14 to 0.28, with individual 1 having
the highest amplitude and individuals 2 and 4 having the lowest
amplitude. Amplitude along the fin increased from anterior
(marker m1) to mid-disc (m3), where it reached its maximum
value, then decreased slightly or remained constant from middisc to the posterior (m5) portion of the fin (Fig. 5C).
Propulsive wavespeed increased steadily with increasing
velocity with little individual variation (Fig. 6A; Tables 2, 3).
Phase velocity increased with increasing speed, but remained
below a value of 1, indicating that wavespeed was always
faster than forward swimming speed (Fig. 6B; Table 2).
Wavelength increased with velocity with no significant
difference among individuals (Fig. 6C; Tables 2, 3). Stride
length also increased similarly for all five individuals (Fig. 6D;
Tables 2, 3), with little variation among them, suggesting that,
although other kinematic variables were highly variable,
individuals moved the same distance in a fin beat. The number
of waves present along the fin was variable, but generally
decreased as speed increased, ranging from 0.9 to 1.9 waves at
any given time with a mean of 1.4 waves (Fig. 6E; Table 2).
Reduced frequency decreased overall with increasing velocity

Table 2. Statistical significance of least-squares regressions with F-ratios of kinematic data across all swimming speeds for
Taeniura lymma
Variable

Mean

S.D.

Range

Regression

r2

F ratio

Frequency (Hz)
Amplitude1 mid-disc
Number of waves
Propulsive wavespeed (cm s−1)
Mean wavespeed (cm s−1)
Wavelength (cm)
Phase velocity (U/u)
Stride length (cm)
Reduced frequency

2.32
0.21
1.36
41.56
23.12
17.94
0.78
79.31
6.90

0.42
0.042
0.23
9.95
4.16
3.53
0.092
33.72
1.52

1.71–3.00
0.14–0.28
0.87–1.93
22.58–59.20
16.03–34.93
12.80–27.68
0.59–0.92
28.24–144.00
4.54–10.81

y=0.53x+1.3
y=0.021x+0.16
y=−0.24x+1.8
y=15.5x+10.7
y=5.88x+11.37
y=2.83x+12.3
y=0.086x+0.61
y=52.8x−26.2
y=−1.99x+10.87

0.57
0.10
0.39
0.88
0.73
0.23
0.32
0.89
0.62

29.2*
2.75
14.05*
156.3*
58.4*
6.69*
10.21*
178.3*
36.3*

y is a measurement from the ‘Variable’ column and x is swimming speed.
*Significant (P<0.05), sequential Bonferroni-corrected.
1Amplitude = fin marker distance / disc width (% disc width).
U, swimming speed; u, propulsive wavespeed.
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Table 3. F ratios from analyses of covariance examining
individual effects of kinematic variables
Velocity ×
individual

Frequency (Hz)
Amplitude mid-disc (%)
Number of waves
Propulsive wavespeed (cm s−1)
Mean wavespeed (cm s−1)
Wavelength (cm)
Phase velocity (U/u)
Stride length (cm)
Reduced frequency

277.0*
9.31
13.54*
276.0*
536.3*
10.45*
34.03*
2159.0*
292.1*

4.61*
6.42*
0.31
2.36
4.04*
0.12
3.49
2.07
7.82*

4.49*
1.34
0.53
2.18
14.0*
0.92
3.46
7.24*
3.84*

*Significant (P<0.05), sequential Bonferroni-corrected.
U, swimming velocity; u, propulsive wavespeed.

(Fig. 6F; Table 2), but remained above 4 at all speeds,
indicating that unsteady effects are important.
Electromyography: motor patterns of rajiform locomotion
Electromyographic data revealed the basic motor pattern of
rajiform locomotion in the blue-spot stingray to be alternate
firing of the abductor (dorsal) and adductor (ventral) muscles
as the wave propagates down the fin (Fig. 7). Both these
muscles appeared to be equally active in fin deformation, and
the muscles almost always fired in all parts of the fin from
anterior to posterior. Occasionally, at low speeds, D2 and D4
muscle activity could not be detected, but activity was present
at high speeds, indicating that the electrodes were functioning.
Despite individual variability in EMG features, individuals
shared general trends in motor patterns (Table 4), so data for
the three individuals were combined for illustration.
The duration of muscle activity (Fig. 8A,B; Table 4) was
fairly constant with increasing velocity in all positions. The
anterior dorsal and ventral muscles (D1 and V1) fired for
longer than the posterior muscles. The onset time of muscle
activity (Fig. 8C,D; Table 4) relative to the anterior dorsal
muscles (D1) revealed that the posterior muscles fired later in
the stride cycle. All the muscles showed a decrease in relative
onset (became earlier in timing) with increasing velocity. Duty
factor (Fig. 9A,B; Table 4) increased with velocity in the
anterior dorsal (D1, D2) and ventral muscles (V1) and the
posterior ventral muscle (V3). The anterior muscles fired for
proportionately longer in the ventral portion of the fin than in
the dorsal portion. Cycle onset values (the onset time expressed
as a fraction of stride duration) were greater than 1 at low
speeds in the posterior muscles because the fin contains more
than one wave along the fin. Cycle onset (Fig. 9C,D; Table 4)
decreased with velocity in the mid-posterior dorsal muscles.
The amplitude of muscle activity (Fig. 10A,B; Table 4)
increased with speed in all muscles except the posterior dorsal
and middle and posterior ventral muscles, for which amplitude
which remained constant. The amplitudes were fairly low in
voltage, ranging from 0.001 to 0.024 mV. The rectified area of
muscle activity (Fig. 10C,D; Table 4) remained constant with

Frequency (Hz)

Individual

A

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5

1

1.5
2
Velocity (DL s-1)

2.5

3

2.5

3

0.3
Mid-disc amplitude

Velocity

B
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.5

1

1.5
2
Velocity (DL s-1)

0.3

C
Mean amplitude

Variable

3

0.2

0.1

0
0

1
2
3
4
5
Position (marker number) along fin

6

Fig. 5. Trends in (A) frequency and (B) mid-disc amplitude (at
position m3), standardized by disc width, as swimming velocity
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individual 5.

increasing velocity in all but the mid-anterior dorsal muscle
(D2).
Individual variation in muscle activity was high, as might
be expected on the basis of kinematic variability (Table 5).
The duration of activity in all ventral muscles and the
posterior dorsal muscles (D4) was significantly different
among individuals. The onset time of muscle activity was
different for all muscles except D4. The area of muscle
activity showed individual variation in the D4 and V2
muscles, and duty factor showed individual variability in the
D4, V1 and V3 muscles. Amplitude was not significantly
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Fig. 6. Summary of kinematic data for Taeniura lymma as swimming velocity increases. (A) Propulsive wavespeed, standardized by disc
length, increases with speed. (B) U/u, also known as the phase velocity ratio, generally increases with speed. Values below 1 indicate that the
wavespeed is faster than the forward velocity. (C) Wavelength varies with velocity. (D) Stride length increases with velocity. (E) The number
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different among individuals in any of the muscles tested
(results not shown).
Synchronized kinematics and EMG
To understand how the muscles work to produce the
kinematic behavior seen in the pectoral fins, the onset times of
muscle activation relative to kinematic maxima and minima for
the upstroke and downstroke were analyzed. We present the
relative timing of excursions of three kinematic markers and
EMG activity recorded by six electrodes (Fig. 11; Table 6). A
detailed explanation is given below for a velocity of
approximately 2 DL s−1, followed by a discussion of trends
with velocity.
As the anterior part of the fin (m2) reached its dorsal-most
excursion (peak upstroke), the ventral muscle associated
with the marker, V1, fired approximately 20 ms before the
amplitude maximum (Fig. 11A). As the same part of the fin
reached peak downstroke, the dorsal muscle (D1) fired 50 ms
later (Fig. 11B). The middle portion of the fin (m3) reached

peak upstroke approximately 20 ms before the ventral muscle
(V2) fired (Fig. 11C) and reached its peak downstroke 5 ms
after the dorsal muscle (D2) fired (Fig. 11D). In the posterior
portion of the fin (m4), the ventral muscle (V3) fired 60 ms
before peak upstroke (Fig. 11E) and the dorsal muscle (D3)
fired 80 ms before peak downstroke (Fig. 11F).
All the muscle divisions, with the exception of the anterior
dorsal muscle (D1), showed a speed-dependent trend of
increasing the onset time in relation to their corresponding
markers, although only the D3 and V3 onsets increased
significantly. As the anterior position (m2) of the fin reached
its peak upstroke, the onset of activity in the anterior ventral
fiber (V1) increased from a negative value to a positive value
(Fig. 11A). As m2 reached its peak downstroke, the onset of
activity in D1 remained constant and positive at all velocities
(Fig. 11B). The onset time of activity in the middle ventral
muscle (V2) was mostly positive across velocity as the mid
portion of the fin (m3) reached peak upstroke (Fig. 11C), while
the onset of D2 (mid-anterior dorsal) changed from negative
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Fig. 7. Electromyographic (EMG) data illustrating the muscle activity for the pectoral fin undulation of Taeniura lymma at a low speed of
1.2 DL s−1 (A) and at a higher speed of 3.0 DL s−1 (B). The electrode recordings are taken from the following muscles: anterior dorsal (D1),
mid-anterior dorsal (D2), mid-posterior dorsal (D3), posterior dorsal (D4), anterior ventral (V1), middle ventral (V2), posterior ventral (V3).
The arrows below the EMG activity indicate the point during the fin-beat cycle at which the anterior, middle and posterior fin markers are at
their maximum (peak upstroke) and minimum (peak downstroke) excursion. DL, disc length.

to positive as m3 reached its peak downstroke (Fig. 11D).
Posteriorly (m4), as the fin reached both maximum (Fig. 11E)
and minimum (Fig. 11F) amplitudes, the onset of activity in
the V3 (posterior ventral) and D3 (mid-posterior dorsal)
muscles remained negative as they increased in timing with
velocity.
Discussion
This study presents the first integrated kinematic and
electromyographic data set for locomotion of a batoid fish, the
blue-spot stingray Taeniura lymma. We provide evidence for
a trade-off between the use of frequency modulation and
amplitude modulation to attain equivalent velocities.
Correlation between kinematic and EMG patterns across
swimming velocities reveals the mechanism by which rays
modify their swimming behavior when increasing speed. We
use the association between kinematic and EMG patterns, in
combination with anatomical details of pectoral morphology,
to propose a musculoskeletal mechanism of batoid undulatory
locomotion. We conclude that a central role in the generation

and propagation of undulatory waves on the pectoral fins is
played by differential timing of contraction and differential
work production by muscles along the anteroposterior axis of
the body.
Kinematics: mechanisms of thrust by fin undulation
An aquatic animal moving through the water with an
undulating body or fins can increase thrust and swimming
speed by increasing undulatory frequency or by changing the
wave characteristics of the undulation. Features of the
undulatory wave that can be modulated are wave amplitude,
wavelength and wavespeed. We found that, as velocity
increased, Taeniura lymma increased its fin-beat frequency
(Fig. 5A), propulsive wavespeed (Fig. 6A) and wavelength
(Fig. 6C), but had a fairly constant fin amplitude (Fig. 5B). An
increased frequency of the motion of a propulsor during an
increase in velocity is a common feature of almost all
swimming vertebrates, including sharks (Gray, 1968), eels
(Gillis, 1998a), other fishes that use an undulating body or
caudal fins (Videler, 1993; Wardle et al., 1995; Webb, 1988),
fin-propelled fishes (Arreola and Westneat, 1996; Westneat,
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1996), aquatic birds (Baudinette and Gill, 1985) and swimming
mammals (Fish and Baudinette, 1999). The propulsive effect
of increasing frequency and wavespeed is seen in the linear
increase in stride length, which is the distance traveled during
each undulatory cycle (Fig. 6D). Wavelength increased
slightly with increasing swimming speed (Fig. 6C), resulting
in fewer waves present along the fin.
Disc-width-specific amplitude did not correlate with
swimming speed, suggesting that it is not as important as the
other variables for increasing swimming velocities. Amplitude

as a percentage of disc width increases along the fin from
anterior to mid-disc, then remains constant before decreasing
sharply at the posterior edge (Fig. 5C). One might predict
that the amplitude would be greatest either anteriorly, as in
triggerfishes (Wright, 1997), or posteriorly, as in the
undulating bodies of eels (Gray, 1933; Gillis, 1998a). Instead,
amplitude peaks in the central portion of the fin in a manner
similar to the highly undulating fins of gymnotid fishes (Blake,
1983b). Blake (1983b) found that the amplitude increases from
the anterior edge to a constant value that is maintained over

Table 4. Statistical significance of least-squares regressions with F ratios of electromyographic data across all swimming speeds
for Taeniura lymma
Variable

Mean

S.D.

Range

Regression

r2

F ratio

Duration D1 (ms)
Duration D2 (ms)
Duration D3 (ms)
Duration D4 (ms)
Duration V1 (ms)
Duration V2 (ms)
Duration V3 (ms)
Onset of D2 relative to D1 (ms)
Onset of D3 relative to D1 (ms)
Onset of D4 relative to D1 (ms)
Onset of V1 relative to D1 (ms)
Onset of V2 relative to D1 (ms)
Onset of V3 relative to D1 (ms)
Duty factor D1
Duty factor D2
Duty factor D3
Duty factor D4
Duty factor V1
Duty factor V2
Duty factor V3
Cycle onset of D2 relative to D1 (ms)
Cycle onset of D3 relative to D1 (ms)
Cycle onset of D4 relative to D1 (ms)
Cycle onset of V1 relative to D1 (ms)
Cycle onset of V2 relative to D1 (ms)
Cycle onset of V3 relative to D1 (ms)
Amplitude D1 (mV)
Amplitude D2 (mV)
Amplitude D3 (mV)
Amplitude D4 (mV)
Amplitude V1 (mV)
Amplitude V2 (mV)
Amplitude V3 (mV)
Area D1 (mV ms)
Area D2 (mV ms)
Area D3 (mV ms)
Area D4 (mV ms)
Area V1 (mV ms)
Area V2 (mV ms)
Area V3 (mV ms)

124.6
87.6
100.0
82.1
148.6
129.7
104.1
131.9
271.1
332.0
188.9
342.4
504.1
0.29
0.21
0.23
0.19
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.30
0.61
0.77
0.43
0.78
1.13
0.009
0.006
0.010
0.008
0.011
0.006
0.007
1.13
0.57
0.93
0.70
1.68
0.78
0.74

25.2
30.2
31.5
44.2
40.8
46.9
45.2
58.7
86.3
93.7
68.9
99.2
148.5
0.06
0.08
0.06
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.12
0.09
0.12
0.14
0.09
0.13
0.18
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.005
0.004
0.003
0.004
0.29
0.40
0.37
0.59
0.83
0.60
0.49

80.6–193.4
29.4–155.6
36.8–175.8
14.6–179.6
47.6–205.2
42.2–216.2
22.0–208.6
55.0– 293.0
128.2–439.6
172.2–527.4
97.2–369.2
197.8–562.6
300.4–855.8
0.17–0.46
0.05–0.45
0.10–0.40
0.03–0.35
0.08–0.51
0.09–0.47
0.04–0.48
0.16–0.49
0.39–0.85
0.53–1.12
0.23–0.62
0.57–1.08
0.83–1.61
0.004–0.017
0.003–0.016
0.004–0.020
0.002–0.024
0.003–0.023
0.001–0.014
0.002–0.019
0.54–2.16
0.18–2.46
0.37–1.96
0.13–2.35
0.13–4.50
0.10–2.66
0.11–2.44

y=−9.43x+158
y=0.42x+72
y=−1.28x+145
y=−0.98x+118
y=0.28x+138
y=−1.57x+186
y=0.71x+79
y=−3.65x+263
y=−6.49x+500
y=−6.73x+580
y=−4.13x+335
y=−7.14x+598
y=−1.09x+889
y=0.042x+0.20
y=0.065x+0.08
y=0.0095x+0.02
y=0.035x+0.13
y=0.11x+0.13
y=0.036x+0.22
y=0.13x−0.02
y=−0.074x+0.45
y=−0.12x+0.87
y=−0.051x+0.87
y=−0.27x+1.11
y=−0.064x+0.91
y=−0.27x+1.75
y=0.00016x+0.004
y=0.00017x+0.003
y=0.00017x+0.004
y=0.00018x+0.001
y=0.00023x+0.003
y=0.00008x+0.003
y=0.00010x+0.003
y=0.011x+0.74
y=0.020x+0.15
y=0.0049x+0.76
y=0.010x+0.34
y=0.033x+0.50
y=0.0028x+0.68
y=0.018x+0.104

0.14
0.02
0.17
0.04
0.01
0.11
0.03
0.46
0.58
0.46
0.37
0.51
0.55
0.54
0.49
0.05
0.17
0.85
0.30
0.80
0.54
0.60
0.21
0.50
0.35
0.75
0.31
0.43
0.28
0.12
0.30
0.07
0.07
0.15
0.30
0.02
0.02
0.17
0.002
0.13

6.45
1.15
8.04
2.29
0.30
5.50
0.85
28.1*
58.9*
31.9*
26.4*
41.7*
53.3*
13.4*
13.1*
1.0
1.2
25.8*
1.7
17.3*
6.5
7.6*
1.
2.1
2.3
6.3
17.9*
25.5*
17.9*
3.79
19.7*
2.77
3.10
8.09
5.7*
1.13
0.46
9.45
0.06
5.66

y is a measurement from the ‘Variable’ column and x is swimming speed.
*Significant (P<0.05), sequential Bonferroni-corrected.
D1, anterior dorsal; D2, mid-anterior dorsal; D3, mid-posterior dorsal; V1, anterior ventral; V2, middle ventral; V3, posterior ventral.
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Fig. 8. (A,B) Trends in the duration of electromyographic (EMG) activity in the pectoral muscles of Taeniura lymma as a function of
swimming velocity. The anterior muscle fibers are active for longer than all other muscle fibers, with the exception of the lowest velocity in the
ventral muscle. (C,D) Trends in onset time of EMG activity relative to the anterior dorsal muscle fibers (D1), for all muscles except D1, as
swimming velocity increases. The onset time of all muscle fibers decreases with increasing velocity. Values are means ± S.D. of each muscle
fiber at each speed; N=3 fish at three fin beats per speed. Dorsal muscle fibers: 䊏, anterior (D1); 䊊, mid-anterior (D2); 䉱, mid-posterior (D3);
䉬, posterior (D4). Ventral muscle fibers: 䊏, anterior (V1); 䊊, middle (V2); 䉱, posterior (V3). DL, disc length.
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Fig. 10. (A,B) Trends in signal amplitude (mean voltage) of pectoral muscles as swimming velocity increases. Amplitudes increase with
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most propulsive element as well, so that maximal thrust is
produced away from the center of mass on both sides. The
generation of thrust away from the center of mass probably
functions as a way of increasing turning moments for
maneuverability.
Modulation of wavespeed is an important determinant of
thrust in Taeniura lymma. We measured wavespeed in two
ways (Table 2): an estimate along the central portion of the fin,
where amplitude and thrust are maximal; and an estimate
determined by the time required for a wave to travel the entire
length of the fin. Wavespeed for the central fin ranged from 23
to 59 cm s−1, whereas the overall mean wavespeed was much
lower at 16–35 cm s−1. We conclude that wavespeed is variable
along the fin and that wavespeed is less than forward
swimming velocity at the anterior and posterior edges. The
ratio of swimming speed to wavespeed, termed phase velocity
(Daniel, 1988) or ‘slip’, ranges from 0.6 to 0.9 in T. lymma,
indicating that the speed of the wave rearward is always greater
than the speed of the fish forward. This variable is the most
likely determinant of increased stride length as velocity
increases. Values of phase velocity are in the same range as
those calculated for the skate Raja eglanteria (Daniel, 1988)
and for eels (Gillis, 1996) and are based on propulsive
wavespeed.
The reduced frequency parameter decreased with velocity,
but remained above a value of 4 at all speeds (Fig. 6F). The
reduced frequency parameter reveals the importance of
acceleration reaction to thrust production. For many biological
propulsors, values above 0.5 indicate that these unsteady
effects are important during locomotion (Vogel, 1994). The

high reduced frequencies at all speeds in the present study
suggest that undulating pectoral fins primarily use an
acceleration reaction, with some potential lift-based
mechanisms, as they move through the water. Additional
support for an acceleration reaction playing a key role in thrust
production is the high ratio of fin flapping to forward velocity,
assuming that the flow is attached to the fin chord. This
corroborates Daniel’s (1988) results from the skate Raja
eglanteria, another undulating batoid. Daniel (1988) found
that, to generate thrust with unsteady effects, there is a
dependence on the number of propulsive waves and the
reduced frequency parameter with an optimum for fin
kinematics. He also determined that the aspect ratio of the fins
is integral to the cost of transport, so that undulating fins have
lower energy requirements as their aspect ratio decreases.
Future studies using flow visualization will provide answers as
to how the flow behaves with regard to the undulating pectoral
fin and will extend our knowledge about the predominant
generators of thrust in these fish.
A few kinematic variables revealed high variation among
individuals, including frequency, amplitude and reduced
frequency (Table 3). There appears to be a trade-off between
fin-beat frequency and fin amplitude to produce identical
swimming velocities. For instance, individual 1 had a
relatively low fin-beat frequency and high fin amplitude,
whereas individual 2 had a high fin-beat frequency and low fin
amplitude (Fig. 5). Other individuals fell somewhere between
these two extremes. This variation in kinematic behavior was
qualitatively evident in the video recordings at all times. The
behavioral differences described here are particular to the
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Table 5. F ratios from analyses of covariance examining
individual effects of electromyographic variables
Variable

Velocity

Duration D1 (ms)
Duration D2 (ms)
Duration D3 (ms)
Duration D4 (ms)
Duration V1 (ms)
Duration V2 (ms)
Duration V3 (ms)
Onset of D2 relative to D1 (ms)
Onset of D3 relative to D1 (ms)
Onset of D4 relative to D1 (ms)
Onset of V1 relative to D1 (ms)
Onset of V2 relative to D1 (ms)
Onset of V3 relative to D1 (ms)
Area D1 (mV ms)
Area D2 (mV ms)
Area D3 (mV ms)
Area D4 (mV ms)
Area V1 (mV ms)
Area V2 (mV ms)
Area V3 (mV ms)
Duty factor D1
Duty factor D2
Duty factor D3
Duty factor D4
Duty factor V1
Duty factor V2
Duty factor V3

1.88
3.04
2.85
0.0004
1.90
0.89
0.01
52.68*
85.24*
41.48*
61.01*
64.79*
113.36*
3.45
12.01
0.12
2.08
10.16*
0.53
5.04
17.58*
23.21*
5.04
5.74
43.12*
11.87*
27.04*

Velocity ×
Individual individual
0.43
1.07
0.26
12.04*
24.97*
5.55*
39.03*
10.36*
9.33*
3.88
21.34*
13.60*
17.17*
0.27
0.62
0.86
12.01*
3.53
6.61*
0.77
0.30
0.47
0.23
8.76*
14.45*
2.77
20.15*

1.10
0.02
0.12
5.68*
11.65*
2.66
16.60*
5.27*
3.90*
1.39
9.27*
8.09*
6.95*
0.46
1.26
1.40
9.19*
1.29
2.20
0.63
1.20
0.30
0.45
2.87
7.56*
2.40
7.32*

*Significant (P<0.05), sequential Bonferroni-corrected.
Abbreviations for muscle positions are given in Table 4.

individual rays across all velocities. Low variation among
individuals in stride length supports the idea that individuals
can modify different kinematic variables, in this case
frequency and amplitude, to move the same distance forward
during a fin beat.
The high variability of frequency and amplitude seen among
individuals could possibly be related to factors such as age,
habitat or population differences. Unfortunately, the locality
and age of the rays are unknown. Body size was not found to
be a factor in the extreme variation between individuals 1 and
2 (Table 1), however, as both fit in the middle portion of the
size range studied and they are very close to each other in disc
size. Individuals 3 and 4 represent the small and large size
extremes, respectively, and both show intermediate frequency
and amplitude among the five individuals studied. Differences
in behavior among individuals in the modulation of frequency
and amplitude is also reflected in variation in motor patterns.
Motor patterns and muscle mechanics in batoid locomotion
EMG recordings (Fig. 7) showed that the dorsal and ventral
muscles fired in an alternating sequential pattern as the wave
moved down the fin from anterior to posterior. The muscles

were active along the entire length of the fin except at the
lowest speed, when the mid-anterior dorsal muscle (D2) and
posterior dorsal muscle (D4) did not always fire during every
fin beat. There are several ways in which muscles can modify
their activity to alter kinematics and swimming velocity. These
include changing the duration of muscle activity, the relative
onset time of muscle activity and muscle amplitude. As
swimming velocity increases, one might expect the duration of
muscle activity to decrease with increasing frequency. In fact,
the duration of muscle activity was fairly constant with
increasing velocity (Fig. 8). Because frequency increases with
speed (Fig. 5A), a constant duration results in a higher duty
factor for the pectoral muscles (Fig. 9), which exhibit activity
for a greater proportion of the stroke cycle at higher speeds.
These results are different from those for fishes using
undulatory bodies for propulsion. Jayne and Lauder (1995)
showed that largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides)
decrease the absolute duration of lateral muscle activity, and
that muscle duty factors decrease with increased speed.
Undulating eels (Gillis, 1998b) decreased the duration of
muscle activity, but duty factor was constant across swimming
speeds. In Taeniura lymma, the increased duty factors of
pectoral muscle probably contribute to increased transmission
of force as a means of increasing wave speed.
The duration of muscle activity was variable at different
positions along the body axis and was asymmetric
dorsoventrally. Taeniura lymma also modulated the intensity
of muscle contraction as frequency and swimming velocity
increased. The anterior dorsal and ventral muscles fired for
slightly longer (although not significantly so) than the posterior
muscles (Fig. 8A,B). In T. lymma, this is due to the necessity
for the anterior muscles to generate a relatively high-amplitude
wave. In addition, the anterior muscles fired for longer in the
ventral muscles than in the dorsal muscles, suggesting that the
ventral muscles may generate greater force (Fig. 8A,B).
Individual variation was found in the duration of activity in the
ventral muscles, but not in the dorsal muscles (Table 5),
suggesting that the duration of ventral muscle activity may be
responsible for the individual differences seen in kinematic
amplitude. These results are consistent with the qualitative
observation that the downstroke may be used as a power stroke.
Because the fish are slightly negatively buoyant, the greater
power in the downstroke may generate lift to keep the body off
the substratum.
Rather than changing the duration of muscle activity to
increase swimming velocity, Taeniura lymma increases speed
and fin-beat frequency by changing onset times in all the
muscles along the fin, so that they fire closer together in time
(Table 4). The rays also increase the intensity of the muscle
activity amplitude in most of the muscles, although amplitude
does not differ among individuals. The muscle onset times
show the most variability among the three individuals of all the
EMG parameters (Table 5), suggesting that this is important in
influencing the variation seen in kinematic frequency.
Synchronizing kinematics with underlying motor patterns is
critical to gaining a full understanding of the mechanisms
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Fig. 11. Timing of electromyographic (EMG) variables relative to peak upstroke and downstroke at three positions (m2, m3 and m4) along the
pectoral fins plotted against swimming velocity. DL, disc length. (A) Anterior ventral muscle, V1, onset time relative to m2 peak upstroke (m2
max); (B) anterior dorsal muscle, D1, onset time relative to m2 peak downstroke (m2 min); (C) middle ventral muscle, V2, onset time relative
to m3 peak upstroke (m3 max); (D) mid-anterior dorsal muscle, D2, onset time relative to m3 peak downstroke (m3 min); (E) posterior ventral
muscle, V3, onset time relative to m4 peak upstroke (m4 max); (F) mid-posterior dorsal muscle, D3, onset time relative to m4 peak downstroke
(m4 min). Values less than zero indicate that negative work is being done; values greater than zero indicate positive work. Values are means ±
S.D.; N=3.

driving a system such as the pectoral fins of Taeniura lymma.
The timing of the onset of muscle activity relative to peak
upstroke and downstroke reveals the degree to which muscles
are active during the period of lengthening or shortening of the
contraction cycle. We focused on the timing of muscle activity
onsets relative to maximal fin excursions (peak upstroke and
downstroke) to distinguish the type of work being performed
by the muscles (Fig. 11). At low speeds, activity in the anterior
ventral muscles began before peak upstroke, suggesting that
negative work was performed for part of the upstroke, followed
by positive work after the fin began the downstroke (Fig. 11A).
In contrast, activity in the anterior dorsal muscles always began
after peak downstroke, and only positive work was performed
during the subsequent upstroke (Fig. 11B). Because there is no
negative work being done anteriorly to slow the motion of the
fin on the downstroke, fin deceleration could be caused by the
viscosity of the water or the stiffness of the fin. Mechanical

stiffness of the fin is a likely mechanism for fin reversal at peak
downstroke when muscle activity has not yet been initiated. In
the central part of the fin, where wavespeed was greatest, both
dorsal and ventral muscles began firing close to the time of
kinematic maxima (Fig. 11C,D). This indicates that almost all
the work done by mid-body muscles was positive work during
the shortening phase.
In stark contrast, posterior muscles on both the dorsal and
ventral surfaces began activity 100 ms or more before peak
upstroke and downstroke, respectively (Fig. 11E,F). The mean
durations of activity in the posterior musculature were
approximately 100 ms, indicating that a substantial portion of the
force generation cycle occurs during muscle lengthening, with
the production of net negative work. Muscle continues to
produce force after EMG offset (Rome et al., 1993), allowing the
possibility that some positive work is performed in this region,
but most fish muscle shows peak force 30–50 ms after initial
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Table 6. Statistical significance of least-squares regressions with F ratios of muscle electromyographic onset timing relative to
kinematic parameters across all swimming speeds for Taeniura lymma
Variable

Mean

S.D.

Range

Regression

r2

F ratio

V1 onset to m2 max (ms)
V2 onset to m3 max (ms)
V3 onset to m4 max (ms)
D1 onset to m2 min (ms)
D2 onset to m3 min (ms)
D3 onset to m4 min (ms)

1.7
26.4
−69.2
62.0
−5.1
−58.2

50.6
24.4
36.9
32.8
44.4
48.1

−93.6 to 107.6
−25.4 to 96.6
−136.9 to −16.3
−2.2 to 148.9
−83.3 to 99.4
−147.1 to 91.8

y=2.43x−84.4
y=1.08x−11.8
y=4.07x−200
y=0.26x+53
y=2.15x−77.7
y=2.97x−161

0.14
0.12
0.71
0.004
0.17
0.26

4.70
3.86
26.7*
0.15
6.69
10.8*

y is a measurement from the ‘Variable’ column and x is swimming speed.
*Significant (P<0.05), sequential Bonferroni-corrected.
D1, anterior dorsal; D2, mid-anterior dorsal; D3, mid-posterior dorsal; V1, anterior ventral; V2, middle ventral; V3, posterior ventral.
m2, m3, m4 max, peak upstroke; m2, m3, m4 min, peak downstroke.

muscle stimulation (Altringham et al., 1993). The posterior
muscles did less negative work at higher speeds (Fig. 11E,F).
These results are in agreement with those from a broad range
of studies on a diversity of undulating fishes (Gillis, 1998b;
Jayne and Lauder, 1995; Wardle et al., 1995). Fishes with an
undulating mode of locomotion are thought to use negative
work in posterior myotomes to stiffen the body and to transmit
forces posteriorly to the caudal fin (Long et al., 1994). Negative
work regimes for locomotor muscle located posteriorly is thus
a common feature for caudal fin mechanisms. Does the
stingray T. lymma use a mechanism of increased stiffness
posteriorly to increase propulsive thrust in the posterior region
of the fin? This question is unresolved. Negative work for most
caudal fin propulsors involves peak amplitude and wavespeed
at the caudal fin, but T. lymma has peak amplitude and
wavespeed in the central portion of the fin. Negative work is
also associated with controlling the movement of a fin or wing,
as in animals with an appendage used in a flapping motion (Tu
and Dickinson, 1994). For example, if a wing is moving at a
high frequency, negative work will decrease the velocity of the
wing tip at maximal position (abduction or adduction) so that
it can easily reverse direction. Negative work can also preload
the muscles or tendons in order to increase stroke force in the
direction that the muscles are firing (Westneat and Walker,
1997). Pectoral fin oscillation of the bird wrasse Gomphosus
varius involves positive work at low speeds, but negative work
at the highest velocities (Westneat and Walker, 1997). This is
exactly the opposite of what is happening in the posterior
region of the undulating stingray fin. Current studies of
pectoral fin motion in a range of batoids with different aspect
ratios and propulsive kinematics may resolve this issue.
Functional morphology of the batoid pectoral fin
Calvert (1983) presented the detailed morphology of the
batoid pectoral fin and proposed the first biomechanical
hypotheses for the function of this musculoskeletal system.
She proposed a pinnate muscle model in which the superficial
and deep muscles are bipinnately arranged with respect to a
tendinous sheath between them. Because the superficial
musculature is composed of red fibers, this part of the
musculature was assumed to be responsible for slow steady

swimming. To elevate or depress the fin, the superficial dorsal
or ventral muscles contract, pulling on the dorsal tendon
fascicle and tendinous sheath, which then pulls on the fin
rays. The Calvert (1983) model predicts that the fin ray
skeleton becomes a stiff, but bendable, sheet of cartilage
because of the tendinous sheet covering the skeleton, so that
once it is pulled by the tendons, the fin is bent upwards. The
deep muscles are predicted to be pulled passively with the
skeleton and play a role only in high-speed swimming or faststarts from rest.
The placement of our EMG electrodes in the superficial
muscles on both the dorsal and ventral surfaces (Fig. 4B)
confirms the role of these superficial muscle layers in
swimming at all measured swimming velocities. The relative
role of the deep muscles remains unknown and should be
tested by comparing EMG patterns in both the superficial and
deep muscles in different swimming situations to determine
when the superficial and deep muscles are active. Force
transmission from muscle to the long rays of the fin support
skeleton (Fig. 3) is an additional area for the development
and testing of biomechanical models involving the contractile
properties of muscle, the bending mechanics of calcified
cartilage and the role of stiffness in the broad pectoral fins of
batoid fishes.
In conclusion, our results on the kinematics and EMG
activity of the pectoral fins in the blue-spot stingray Taeniura
lymma allow us to interpret the mechanics of stingray pectoral
fins during locomotion over a range of speeds. Swimming
velocity is increased by increasing fin-beat frequency,
wavespeed and duty factors for the pectoral muscles. Fin
amplitude and muscle activity duration do not change with
velocity. At the individual level, there is an apparent trade-off
between frequency and amplitude to achieve a given
swimming speed. Our data on the motor patterns of fin
propulsion allow us to infer the role the muscles play in
generating the movement required for undulatory fin
propulsion. Future studies will examine other batoid species
that exhibit pectoral undulation for comparison with T. lymma,
as well as concentrating on species using oscillatory pectoral
fin locomotion for understanding the diversity of locomotor
mechanisms in batoid fishes.
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